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Road to divorce : England 1530-1987 1992
over the long eighteenth century english governance was transformed by large
adjustments to the legal instruments and processes of power this book
documents and analyzes these shifts and focuses upon the changing relations
between legal authority and the english people

Law and Government in England during the
Long Eighteenth Century 2011-10-28
gender and power in britain is an original and exciting history of britain from the
early modern period to the present focusing on the interaction of gender and
power in political social cultural and economic life using a chronological
framework the book examines the roles responsibilities and identities of men and
women how power relationships were established within various gender systems
how women and men reacted to the institutions laws customs beliefs and
practices that constituted their various worlds class racial and ethnic
considerations the role of empire in the development of british institutions and
identities the civil war twentieth century suffrage the world wars industrialisation
victorian morality

Gender and Power in Britain 1640-1990
2002-01-04
this interdisciplinary study combines legal historical and literary approaches to
the practice and theory of marriage in shakespeare s time it uses the history of
english law and the history of the contexts of law to study a wide range of
shakespeare s plays and poems the authors approach the legal history of
marriage as part of cultural history the household was viewed as the basic unit of
elizabethan society but many aspects of marriage were controversial and the law
relating to marriage was uncertain and confusing leading to bitter disagreements
over the proper modes for marriage choice and conduct the authors point out
numerous instances within shakespeare s plays of the conflict over status gender
relations property religious belief and individual autonomy versus community
control by achieving a better understanding of these issues the book illuminates
both shakespeare s work and his age
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Shakespeare, Law, and Marriage 2003-12-08
the law governing family relationships has changed dramatically in the course of
the 20th century and this book drawing extensively on both published and
archival material and on legal as well as other sources gives an account of the
processes and problems of reform

Family Law in the Twentieth Century 2003
the divorce rate has been rising significantly throughout the twentieth century by
interweaving the historical demographic sociological legal political and policy
aspects of this increase colin gibson explores the effects it has had on family
patterns and habits dissolving wedlock presents a multi disciplinary examination
of all the socio legal consequences of family breakdown dissolving wedlock will be
invaluable reading to all lecturers and students of social policy sociology and
social work as well as to professionals and lawyers working in the field of divorce

Dissolving Wedlock 2002-09-11
alongside the three revolutions we usually identify with the long eighteenth
century the french revolution the american revolution and the glorious revolution
of 1688 enlightenment ideology gave rise to a quieter but no less significant
revolution which was largely the fruit of women s imagination and the result of
women s work in the domestic revolution eve tavor bannet explores how
eighteenth century women writers of novels conduct books and tracts addressed
key social political and economic issues revising public thinking about the family
and refashioning women s sexual and domestic conduct bannet examines the
works of women writers who fell into two distinct camps matriarchs such as eliza
haywood maria edgeworth and hannah more argued that women had a
superiority of sense and virtue over men and needed to take control of the family
egalitarians such as fanny burney mary hays and mary wollstonecraft sought to
level hierarchies both in the family and in the state believing that a family should
be based on consensual relations between spouses and between parents and
children bannet shows how matriarch and egalitarian writers in their different
ways sought to raise women from their inferior standing relative to men in the
household in cultural representations and in prescriptive social norms both
groups promoted an idealized division of labor between women and men later to
be dubbed the doctrine of separate spheres the domestic revolution focuses on
women s debates with each other and with male ideologues alternating between
discursive and fictional arguments to show how women translated their feminist
positions into fictional exemplars bannet demonstrates which issues joined and
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separated different camps of eighteenth century women tracing the origins of
debates that continue to shape contemporary feminist thought

The Domestic Revolution 2000-11-10
the atlantic represented a world of opportunity in the eighteenth century but it
represented division also separating families across its coasts whether due to
economic shifts changing political landscapes imperial ambitions or even simply
personal tragedy many families found themselves fractured and disoriented by
the growth and later fissure of a larger atlantic world such dislocation posed
considerable challenges to all individuals who viewed orderly family relations as
both a general and a personal ideal the more fortunate individuals who thus
found themselves all at sea were able to use family letters with attendant
emphases on familiarity sensibility and credit in order to remain connected in
times and places of considerable disconnection portraying the family as a unified
affectionate and happy entity in such letters provided a means of surmounting
concerns about societies fractured by physical distance global wars and
increasing social stratification it could also provide social and economic leverage
to individual men and women in certain circumstances sarah pearsall explores
the lives and letters of these families revealing the sometimes shocking stories of
those divided by sea ranging across the anglophone atlantic including mainland
american colonies and states britain and the british caribbean pearsall argues
that it was this expanding atlantic world much more than the american revolution
that reshaped contemporary ideals about families as much as families
themselves reshaped the transatlantic world

Atlantic Families 2008-11-27
how did christians in early modern western europe express their sense of
community this book explores the various ways in which religious identities were
defined developed and defended within both protestant and roman catholic
contexts in england and on the continent over a period vital for the history of
christianity as such it will be of interest not only to historians of religion but also
to students of social and cultural history in general

Christianity and Community in the West
2017-03-02
this anthology offers a full introduction to renaissance theatre in its historical and
political context along with newly edited and thoroughly annotated texts of the
following plays the spanish tragedy thomas kyd arden of faversham anon edward
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ii christopher marlowe a woman killed with kindness thomas heywood the
tragedy of mariam elizabeth cary the masque of blackness ben jonson the knight
of the burning pestle francis beaumont epicoene or the silent woman ben jonson
the roaring girl thomas middleton thomas dekker the changeling thomas
middleton william rowley tis pity she s a whore john ford each play is prefaced by
an introductory headnote discussing the thematic focus of the play and its textual
history and is cross referenced to other plays of the period that relate
thematically and generically an accompanying website contains a wide selection
of contextual documents which supplement the anthology routledge com
textbooks 0415187346

The Routledge Anthology of Renaissance Drama
2003-09-02
the study of eighteenth century history has been transformed by the writings of
john brewer and most recently with the sinews of power he challenged the
central concepts of british history brewer argues that the power of the british
state increased dramatically when it was forced to pay the costs of war in
defence of her growing empire in an imperial state at war edited by lawrence
stone himself no stranger to controversy the leading historians of the eighteenth
century put the brewer thesis under the spotlight like the sinews of power itself
this is a major advance in the study of britain s first empire

An Imperial State at War 2013-10-18
based on close readings of both public and private documents court records
churchwarden accounts depositions diaries letters and pamphlets this collection
of essays presents the largely untold story of non elite women and their dealings
with the law

Women, Agency and the Law, 1300–1700
2015-10-06
enormously rich and wide ranging the routledge companion to britain in the
eighteenth century brings together in one handy reference a wide range of
essential information on the major aspects of eighteenth century british history
the information included is chronological statistical tabular and bibliographical
and the book begins with the eighteenth century political system before going on
to cover foreign affairs and the empire the major military and naval campaigns
law and order religion economic and financial advances and social and cultural
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history key features of this user friendly volume include wide ranging political
chronologies major wars and rebellions key treaties and their terms chronologies
of religious events approximately 500 biographies of leading figures essential
data on population output and trade a detailed glossary of terms a
comprehensive cultural and intellectual chronology set out in tabular form a
uniquely detailed and comprehensive topic bibliography all those studying or
teaching eighteenth century british history will find this concise volume an
indispensable resource for use and reference

The Routledge Companion to Britain in the
Eighteenth Century 2012-11-12
this book explores the relationship between children and citizenship analyzing
international perspectives on citizenship and human rights and developing new
methods for facilitating the recognition of children as participating agents within
society

Rethinking Children's Citizenship 2012-11-16
a strikingly original work that shows how treatments of and attitudes towards
suicide can illuminate our understanding of the social political and cultural history
of early modern britain

Punishing the Dead? 2010-08-05
the encyclopedia of historians and historical writing contains over 800 entries
ranging from lord acton and anna comnena to howard zinn and from herodotus to
simon schama over 300 contributors from around the world have composed
critical assessments of historians from the beginning of historical writing to the
present day including individuals from related disciplines like jürgen habermas
and clifford geertz whose theoretical contributions have informed historical
debate additionally the encyclopedia includes some 200 essays treating the
development of national regional and topical historiographies from the ancient
near east to the history of sexuality in addition to the western tradition it includes
substantial assessments of african asian and latin american historians and
debates on gender and subaltern studies

Encyclopedia of Historians and Historical
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Writing 2019-10-09
this book investigates the part that anglicanism played in the lives of lay people
in england and wales between 1689 and 1750 it is concerned with what they did
rather than what they believed and explores their attitudes to clergy religious
activities personal morality and charitable giving using diaries letters account
books newspapers and popular publications and parish and diocesan records dr
jacob demonstrates that anglicanism held the allegiance of a significant
proportion of all people they took the lead in managing the affairs of the parishes
which were the major focus of communal and social life and supported the
spiritual and moral discipline of the church courts he shows that early eighteenth
century england and wales remained a largely traditional society and that
methodism emerged from a strong church which was central to the lives of most
people

比較家族史研究・ 1992
publisher description

Lay People and Religion in the Early Eighteenth
Century 2002-06-20
in this global survey of christianity and sexuality in the early modern period
merry wiesner hanks assesses the role of personal faith and the church itself in
the control and expression of all aspects of sexuality

Women on Stage in Stuart Drama 2005
in a thoroughgoing revision of the first edition of this classic text and reference
published by plenum in 1987 the editors have assembled a distinguished group of
contributors to address such topics as past present and future perspectives on
family diversity theory and methods of the family changing family patterns and
roles the family and other institutions and family dynamics and processes

Christianity and Sexuality in the Early Modern
World 2000
this book includes some of the papers presented and discussed at the european
regional conference of the international society of family law isfl held in tossa de
mar and girona on the 9th and 10th of october 2003 n
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Handbook of Marriage and the Family
2013-06-29
england is well known as the only protestant state not to introduce divorce in the
sixteenth century reformation only at the end of the seventeenth century did
divorce by private act of parliament become available for a select few men and
only in 1857 did the divorce act and its creation of judicial divorces extend the
possibility more broadly aspects of the history of divorce are well known from
studies which typically privilege the records of the church courts that claimed a
monopoly on marriage but why did england alone of all protestant jurisdictions
not allow divorce with remarriage in the era of the reformation and how did
people in failed marriages cope with this absence one part of the answer to the
first question kesselring and stretton argue and a factor that shaped people s
responses to the second lay in another distinctive aspect of english law its
common law formulation of coverture the umbrella term for married women s
legal status and property rights the bonds of marriage stayed tightly tied in post
reformation england in part because marriage was as much about wealth as it
was about salvation or sexuality and english society had deeply invested in a
system that subordinated a wife s identity and property to those of the man she
married to understand this dimension of divorce s history this study looks beyond
the church courts to the records of other judicial bodies the secular courts of
common law and equity to bring fresh perspective to a history that remains
relevant today

The Role of Self-determination in the
Modernisation of Family Law in Europe 2006
modern criminal courts are characteristically the domain of lawyers with trials
conducted in an environment of formality and solemnity where facts are found
and legal rules are impartially applied to administer justice recent historical
scholarship has shown that in england lawyers only began to appear in ordinary
criminal trials during the eighteenth century however and earlier trials often took
place in an atmosphere of noise and disorder where the behaviour of the crowd
significant body language meaningful looks and audible comment could influence
decisively the decisions of jurors and judges this collection of essays considers
this transition from early scenes of popular participation to the much more
orderly and professional legal proceedings typical of the nineteenth century and
links this with another important shift the mushroom growth of popular news and
comment about trials and punishments which occurred from the later
seventeenth century it hypothesizes that the popular participation which had
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been a feature of courtroom proceedings before the mid eighteenth century was
not stifled by lawyerization but rather partly relocated to the public sphere of the
press partly because of some changes connected with the work of the lawyers
ranging from the early 1700s to the mid nineteenth century and taking account of
criminal justice proceedings in scotland as well as england the essays consider
whether pamphlets newspapers ballads and crime fiction provided material for
critical perceptions of criminal justice proceedings or alternatively helped to
convey the official majesty intended to legitimize the law in so doing the volume
opens up fascinating vistas upon the cultural history of britain s legal system over
the long eighteenth century

Marriage, Separation, and Divorce in England,
1500-1700 2022-02-17
health and the modern home explores shifting and contentious debates about the
impact of the domestic environment on health in the modern period drawing on
recent scholarship contributors expose the socio political context in which the
physical and emotional environment of the modern home and family became
implicated in the maintenance of health and in the aetiology and pathogenesis of
diverse psychological and physical conditions in addition they critically analyze
the manner in which the expression and articulation of medical concerns about
the domestic environment served to legitimate particular political and ideological
positions

Crime, Courtrooms and the Public Sphere in
Britain, 1700-1850 2013-01-28
richard hooker 1554 1600 is often credited with being the founding father of
anglican moral theology this book is the first major study to examine in depth the
extent to which this claim is justified and to evaluate the nature of hooker s
contribution to this aspect of anglican tradition the study roots hooker firmly
within his own historical context and considers his text principally on its own
terms thus it avoids many of the problems that have bedevilled modern hooker
scholarship particularly where attempts have been made to claim him for one
particular theological tradition over another or to approach his work primarily
with an eye to its continued relevance to contemporary debate within
anglicanism both of which can lead to significant distortions in the way in which
hooker is read and interpreted what emerges amounts to a significant re
evaluation of much of the conventional wisdom about hooker s place within
anglicanism as well as a range of original insights into the nature content and
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style of his work and its wider significance

Health and the Modern Home 2008-02-07
this collection of multi authored essays not only refashions and revises critical
understandings of the early modern dramatist ben jonson and his canon of work
but is also self reflexive about the process it includes original essays by both
established and emergent jonson scholars and employs materialist feminist and
queer theory in the production of its readings of jonsonian playtexts and masques
familiar and otherwise it is intended to encourage new approaches by students to
this central figure from the renaissance

Richard Hooker and Anglican Moral Theology
2012-02-23
collects twelve previously unpublished essays by one of britain s most eminent
historians david cannadine including his inaugural and valedictory lectures at the
institute of historical research a unique volume discussing the study and nature
of history itself and a range of key topics and periods in british and imperial
history

Refashioning Ben Jonson 1998-10-15
this is the story of lady sarah cowper based on a diary that she kept from 1700 to
1716 she reveals not only her personal life but also her thoughts about religion
politics and society weaving her own words with unattributed quotations from
conduct manuals sermons periodicals and other sources

Making History Now and Then 2008-06-17
women s legal landmarks commemorates the centenary of women s admission in
1919 to the legal profession in the uk and ireland by identifying key legal
landmarks in women s legal history over 80 authors write about landmarks that
represent a significant achievement or turning point in women s engagement
with law and law reform the landmarks cover a wide range of topics including
matrimonial property the right to vote prostitution surrogacy and assisted
reproduction rape domestic violence fgm equal pay abortion image based sexual
abuse and the ordination of women bishops as well as the life stories of women
who were the first to undertake key legal roles and positions together the
landmarks offer a scholarly intervention in the recovery of women s lost history
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and in the development of methodology of feminist legal history as well as a
demonstration of women s agency and activism in the achievement of law reform
and justice

Errant Plagiary 2002
how successful has britain been in the twentieth century this is the question
robert skidelsky poses in this fascinating analysis of a century in which britain lost
an empire fought two world wars founded the welfare state and weathered
economic turbulence and technological upheaval we are accustomed to judging
nations by their success in increasing or maintaining power by these measures
britain has failed to thrive but what of quality of life prosperity political cultural
and moral values the british people are richer and healthier than in 1900 despite
cataclysmic events and some fraying at the edges our society is more democratic
and tolerant and our constitution of liberty has been preserved at a cost bu
inequality of wealth income is much as it was before 1914 finance is scarcely less
proud or industry more content and history continues to be made by the elite
starting with an assessment of the material political cultural and moral resources
britain brought to the twentieth century skidelsky turns to how events and the
actions of lloyd george churchill thatcher and blair had an impact upon them
debating the nature of success and what the future might hold for the country

Women's Legal Landmarks 2018-12-27
the enactment of the divorce reform act 1969 was a landmark moment in family
law coming into force in 1971 it had a significant impact on legal practice and
was followed by a dramatic increase in divorce rates reflecting changes in social
attitudes this new interdisciplinary collection explores the background to the
1969 act and its influence on law and society bringing together scholars from law
sociology history demography and film and literature it reflects on the changes to
divorce law and practice over the past 50 years and the changing impact of
divorce on different people in society particularly women as such it offers a
biography of this important piece of legislation moving from its conception and
birth through its reception and development to its imminent demise looking to
the future and to the new law introduced by the divorce dissolution and
separation act 2020 this collection suggests ways for evaluating what makes a
good divorce law this brilliant collection gives insight not only into this crucial
piece of legislation but also into a key period of societal change
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Britain Since 1900 - A Success Story?
2015-01-01
the diverse violence of modern britain is hardly new the britain of 1850 to 1950
was similarly afflicted the book is divided into four parts getting hurt which looks
at everyday violence in the home including a chapter on infanticide uses and
rejections two chapters on the use of violence within groups of men and women
outside the home for example violence within youth gangs and male violence
centred around pubs going public three chapters on how violence was regulated
by law and the professional agencies which were set up to deal with it
perceptions and representations this final section looks at how violence was
written about using both fiction and non fiction sources throughout the book the
recurring themes of gender class continuity and change public private and
experience discourses and representations are highlighted

Fifty Years of the Divorce Reform Act 1969
2022-02-24
this book exposes the hidden history of marital violence and explores its place in
english family life between the restoration and the mid nineteenth century in a
time before divorce was easily available and when husbands were popularly
believed to have the right to beat their wives elizabeth foyster examines the
variety of ways in which men women and children responded to marital violence
for contemporaries this was an issue that raised central questions about family
life the extent of men s authority over other family members the limitations of
women s property rights and the problems of access to divorce and child custody
opinion about the legitimacy of marital violence continued to be divided but by
the nineteenth century ideas about what was intolerable or cruel violence had
changed significantly this accessible study will be invaluable reading for anyone
interested in gender studies feminism social history and family history

Everyday Violence in Britain, 1850-1950
2014-07-30
the texts reproduced in facsimile in the three volumes of legal treatises
reconstruct the legal status of the early modern englishwoman to facilitate a
reading of the treatises by broadly defining many of the laws discussed in great
detail in the treatises a general introduction to the laws of the period provides
concise overviews of the structure of the english legal system the legal education
of practitioners of the law the kinds of legal literature produced in the period and
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the legal position of early modern englishwomen a bibliography of important
secondary scholarship devoted to the early modern englishwoman s legal
position assists the reader in obtaining more specialized knowledge in addition to
the general introduction a separate introduction to each of the reproduced works
is provided including information about each work s publication and authorship
intended audience content and reception in order to provide this framework for
the years 1600 1750 this first volume of legal treatises reproduces the lawes
resolutions of womens rights 1632 the first known treatise devoted to the legal
rights of women the womans lawyer as the treatise s running headline and spine
title read was published anonymously in 1632 the title page fails to identify the
original author of the work and its authorship remains in question today at over
400 pages the text represents a massive effort of consolidation organizing the
disparate and hitherto uncompiled aspects of the common law applicable to
women into a logical framework it is unusual among early modern legal treatises
in its stated goal of providing a popular kind of instruction to its readers

Marital Violence 2005-08-25
this text discusses the development of the women s co operative guild from the
1880s to world war ii charting the rise and fall of a feminist organization the
author assesses its political significance and examines the causes of its demise

Legal Treatises 2017-09-19
fully revised and updated this classic text provides the authoritative introduction
to the history of the english common law the book traces the development of the
principal features of english legal institutions and doctrines from anglo saxon
times to the present and combined with baker and milsom s sources of legal
history offers invaluable insights into the development of the common law of
persons obligations and property it is an essential reference point for all lawyers
historians and students seeking to understand the evolution of english law over a
millennium the book provides an introduction to the main characteristics
institutions and doctrines of english law over the longer term particularly the
evolution of the common law before the extensive statutory changes and
regulatory regimes of the last two centuries it explores how legal change was
brought about in the common law and how judges and lawyers managed to
square evolution with respect for inherited wisdom

Feminism, Femininity and the Politics of
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Working Women 2005-08-11
teeming with creatures both real and imagined this encyclopedic study in cultural
history illuminates the hidden web of connections between the victorian
fascination with fairies and their lore and the dominant preoccupations of
victorian culture at large carole silver here draws on sources ranging from the
anthropological folkloric and occult to the legal historical and medical she is the
first to anatomize a world peopled by strange beings who have infiltrated both
the literary and visual masterpieces and the minor works of the writers and
painters of that era examining the period of 1798 to 1923 strange and secret
peoples focuses not only on such popular literary figures as charles dickens and
william butler yeats but on writers as diverse as thomas carlyle arthur conan
doyle and charlotte mew on artists as varied as mad richard dadd aubrey
beardsley and sir joseph noel paton and on artifacts ranging from fossil skulls to
photographs and vases silver demonstrates how beautiful and monstrous
creatures fairies and swan maidens goblins and dwarfs cretins and changelings
elementals and pygmies simultaneously peopled the victorian imagination and
inhabited nineteenth century science and belief her book reveals the astonishing
complexity and fertility of the victorian consciousness its modernity and antiquity
its desire to naturalize the supernatural its pervasive eroticism fused with sexual
anxiety and its drive for racial and imperial dominion

An Introduction to English Legal History 2019
christianity and sexuality in the early modern world surveys the ways in which
people from the time of luther and columbus to that of thomas jefferson used
christian ideas and institutions to regulate and shape sexual norms and conduct
and examines the impact of their efforts global in scope and geographic in
organization the book contains chapters on protestant catholic and orthodox
europe latin america and the caribbean africa and asia and north america it
explores key topics including marriage and divorce fornication and illegitimacy
clerical sexuality same sex relations witchcraft and love magic moral crimes and
interracial relationships the book sets its findings within the context of many
historical fields including the history of gender and sexuality and of colonialism
and race each chapter in this third edition has been updated to reflect new
scholarship particularly on the actual lived experience of people around the world
this has resulted in expanded coverage of nearly every issue including notions of
the body and of honor gendered religious symbols religious and racial
intermarriage sexual and gender fluidity the process of conversion the
interweaving of racial identity and religious ideologies and the role of indigenous
and enslaved people in shaping christian traditions and practices it is ideal for
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students of the history of sexuality early modern christianity and early modern
gender

Strange and Secret Peoples 2000-10-12

British Economic and Social History 1996

Christianity and Sexuality in the Early Modern
World 2020-05-01
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